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Problem 1.
Derive the equation of motion in terms of x. Assume rolling without slipping, x is measured with
respect to equilibrium, and the moment of inertia of the wheel about its center is I = mR2/2.

Solution: Summing forces acting on the wheel in the x direction:

mẍ = !k1x! k2x! T,

where T is the force tangent to the ground acting at the point where the wheel contacts ground.
Summing torques about the wheel center of mass, where positive torques correspond with pos-

itive wheel rotation ! (assuming that positive ! motion corresponds with positive x direction):

mR2/2!̈ = TR.

The no-slipping constraint ensures that the translation of the center of the wheel x is related
to the positive ! direction by the following:

x = R! , ẍ = R!̈.

Combining these equations we find:

mẍ = !k1x! k2x! T,

mẍ = !k1x! k2x!mR/2!̈,

mẍ = !k1x! k2x!m/2ẍ,

mẍ+m/2ẍ = !k1x! k2x,

and finally:
1.5mẍ = !(k1 + k2)x.

Alternatively, the solution can be found by summing the moments about the instantaneous
center of rotation (the contact point between wheel and ground), and converting the equation in



terms of x using the kinematic relationship:

(mR2/2 +mR2)!̈ = !k1xR! k2xR,

(mR/2 +mR)ẍ = !k1xR! k2xR,

1.5mẍ = !(k1 + k2)x.








